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Parents Weekend 1979
(story and schedule on page 2 )

Maine Campi

local
Parent crowd to be among the largest ever
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Low
stud

by Steve Mcl
Staff Writer
by Glen Chase
Staff writer

Okay boys and girls, put on clean shirts,
clean your rooms and sit up straight in the
dining commons. Approximately 3,000
parents and relatives are coming to visit
this weekend.
UMO's Parents and Friends Weekend is
upon students once again. Assistant Dean
of Student Affairs. Sharon Dendurent
expects this year's program to be among
the largest ever.
"More than 1.800 people have made
reservations for the continental breakfast," said Dendurent. "Last year only
1.200 people attended the breakfast." She
added that another 1.000 people are
expected to show up to participate in the
weekend's events.
The continental breakfast, to be held
Saturday morning, is just one of the more
than 20 activities planned to acquaint
parents and friends to UMO.
Two concerts, one featuring Tom Chapin
and the other the 20th Century Music
Ensemble; an organizational fair, displaying the activities of more than 100
campus organizations; the UMO vs.
Central Connecticut football game will

highlight the weekend.
The Bangor Community College will be
included in the activities this year. A
spaghetti feed and tours of the BCC
campus will be done. Dendurent said more
activities are being aimed for the BCC
students because of complaints that they
aren't included enough in university
activities.
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Dendurent said the activities for the
Parents Weekend are self-supported by the
various groups and the planning committee
for the weekend has a budget of around
$6,000, generated by the payment of an $8
registration fee. She also said that 95
percent of those attending were parents
and not alumni. "I expect that alumni
come during homecoming, but 1 have no
figures to back that up," said Dendurent.
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An all around picture of university life is
provided to parents. Tours through buildings, question and answer sessions, and
social hours with faculty members are held
to give parents an idea what their sons and
daughters are doing in college.
Traditional events such as the bean hole
supper and the football game are supplemented by new ones every year.
Dendurent said MUAB knew the date of
the Weekend and scheduled the Chapin
concert. She said other groups did the
same thing to help out.

This cow will be parr of the festivities at the Organizational Fair on the Mall Saturday
from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

GREAT FOOD!
GREAT RINI

Eventr—
Friday. Sept. 28.
4 p.m. Greek Cookout on Stillwater bank by
the Steamplant Parking Lot.
4:30 p.m. Sabbath Eve Services. Drummond Chapel.
7 p.m. Wildestein Club meeting No.
Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.
8 and 10 p.m. Tom Chapin Concert.
Hauck.
Saturday, Sept. 29
Acadia National Park Trip. Information
available at Student Activities Office,
581-7598.
4 a.m. to 1 p.m. Organization Fair on 'he
Mall:
10:30 a.m.
Alpha Gamma Rho Cow
Milking.
10:45 a.m. Bagpipers performance
10:50 a.m. Pie-eating contest
11:00 a.m. UMO Band mini concert on
library steps.
11:30 a.m. Skydiving demonstration
12:00 p.m. Hamlet: a comic synopsis at
Maine Masque booth
many more booths and activities
throughout the morning.
10 a.m. Soccer vs. UMass
1.;(0 p.m. Football vs central Connecti,
,,,.
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7 and 9:30 p.m. MUAB Movie "Singing in
the Rain," Hauck Auditorium.
8 p.m. Concert dance with Don Doane's
Big Band and the 20th Century Ensemble.
Memorial Gym.
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Sunday, Sept. 30
10 a.m. Traditional worship. Drummond
Chapel
6 p.m. Worship/Dialogue. MCA Center,
College Avenue.
6:15 p.m. Yom Kippur services begin at
Temple Israel in Old Town.
WMEB-FM 91.9
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Fri midnight Armenian Radio Hour
Sat 1:15 p.m. UMO v. Central Conn
Football
Sun 10 p.m. King Biscuit Flower Hour
WMEH-FM 90.0
Fri 9 p.m. Jazz Spectrum
Sat 8 p.m. Request Concert
Sun 8 p.m. Evening on Broadway-"Ben
Franklin in Paris"
MPBN-TV Ch. 12
Fri 10 p.m. Austin City Limits-"Earl
Scruggs Revue"
Sat 8 p.m. Miles to go Before I Sleep looks
at effects of forced retirement.
Sun 6 p.m. Long Search-"Buddhism"
1— -
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Mom and Dad
Tired of hearing no news
from UMO?
Su bscribe to the daily

Maine campus
$1.40 per week.
a Five issues Monday through Friday, I
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Low voter turnout in
student senate election
by Steve McGrath
Staff Writer
Voter turnout for ihe General Student
Senate election Wednesday was low
everywhere on Campus — except Oxford
Hall.
Eric R. HerIan, a junior from Winter
Harbor, and two other candidates banged
on enough doors and met enough people to
get about 82 percent of the dormitory to
vote.
HerIan received 193 votes, ten more than
the total number of off-campus students
voting, to win one of the dorm's two
senatorial seats. HerIan was the top
vote-getter in the election.
Stephen A. Bucherati, vice president of
student government, was proud of his
dormitory. However, he was disappointed
with the total campus turnout.

Kennebec had no candidates nominated.
Residents in these dorms had to write-in
candidates and in many cases, Donald
Duck, Howard Neville and Richard Nixon
were the popular choices.
"I'm going to have one person sitting in
the senate who won with three votes,"
Bucherati said.
The second and third leading votegetters on campus were also from Oxford
Hal. Steven Haze1ton, a freshman from
Bridgton, and Mark Gilbert got 116 and 95
votes.
"They made people care and go out and
vote," Bucherati said.
HazeIton agreed that the door-to-door
tactics worked. "I think the reason so
many people voted is we did a lot of
campaigning here," he said.
"Going door-to-door, you get more
people to know your face," he added.
HazeIton also believes the residents of
Oxford are older and more aware of what's
going on.

Eric Herlan

Project could save fuel
by Gary Pearce
Staff writer

"I think the people here are a little more
active, they take a little more interest," he
said.
Haze1ton said Bucherati, also a resident
of Bridgton, convinced him to run in the
senatorial race. The political science major
is glad he did.

P Urday

"My matin goal is politics,— HazeIton
said. "Anybody who's interested (in this
area) thinks about running for president or
vice president his junior or senior year."

Monternaro to
visit
Cumberland
Steve Bucherati
Bucherati said about 80 fraternity
members voted in the election out of a
possible 600. Off-campus students, which
reportedly make up about half the student
population, only sent 183 people to the
polls.
"It's frustrating as hell," Bucherati
said. "We even changed the policy around
the ballot box so there would be no lines.
People had to trip over the voting booths to
get into their dinner lines," he said.
Bucherati said senators in many dorms
won with 20 or 30 votes. However, some
dormitories, such as Chadbourne and

Tony Montanaro, the celebrated mime
artist will again be bringing his talents to
the campus community, this time with a
two week stay from Sept. 30 to Oct. 12. He
will be residing in the guest-in-residence
apartment of the Living/Learning Program
in Cumberland Hall.
During his stay, Montanaro will be
available on Tuesday and Wednesday
nights of both weeks to talk with anyone
who might be interested in his work or life.
Montanaro will be giving two public
performances. The first on Thursday. Oct.
4 from 7 to 9:30 p.m. in the basement of
Cumberland Hall for the students of
Stewart Complex and the second on
Thursday, Oct. 11 from 7 to 9:30 p.m. in
the new Theater-in-the-Round for the
campus.

An associate professor of the chemical
engineering department, along with graduate students, is working on a project that
could save the U.S. one percent of its fuel
oil each year, said Dean James L. Clapp of
engineering and science.
"Variations in moisture content in paper
production at the beginning and end
processes vary greatly," said Clapp. "The
mount of energy needed to blow dry the
paper as it emerges results in considerable
energy loss."
The project seeks to reduce the
variations in moisture content of the paper
at the final stage, requiring less energy to
dry the paper.

"It's a three-legged stool," Clapp said,
"with research being done by the private
sector, equipment being provided by the
business sector, and funding provided by
the government.''
The project, currently a year and a half
in progress, and funded by the Department
of Energy is being supported by the pulp
and paper industry, who stand to benefit
greatly if the project succeeds.
"The money savings would be enormous
nationwide."
Associate professor William H. Ceder,
the faculty member working on the project,
could not be reached for comment.

3 Strings for
a Buck! Al

Clapp believes the project has "a low
probable chance of success" because of
"money needed to research and redesign"
machinery involved in the process.

Daytime 9-4pm
Mon.—Fri.
Special Offer courtesy
Memorial Union Game
Room

The project, whether it succeeds or fails,
will have "profound effects in funding
arrangements" of other projects, said
Clapp.
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Once upon a time there was a Student
Senate election at a major State University;
we'll call it UMO to protect the innocent.
This event was highly publicized. It
even got a thoughtful editorial written on it
by the editor of the Maine Campus, as well
as an editorial cartoon. This editor wrote a
good many things, stressing how important
Student Government is becoming each
year.
Let me tell you a story. The story of a
young freshman named Mark Gilbert who
lives in Oxford Hall.
Mark came and talked to me about
Student Senate and thought he'd run for
election. Run is definitely an understatement in this case. He found himself in
a four way battle over two seats, so he
knew a mommoth effort would be needed.
and he didn't sell himself short.
'a•••••=1•116.

Head locust
When Dick Hewes left the Marines to
come to UMO two years ago, he had
perhaps five characteristics that set him
wrinrt from others:
1) very short hair
2) big boots
3) a loud voice
4) a red-neck pick-up truck, and
51 a violent hatred for homosexuals.
Hewes, student government president,
has mellowed somewhat.
The hair is a bit longer. He rarely wears
the big boots. Ite speaks loudly only when
necessary. And he no longer has the
pick-up, at least not with him at school.
He has, however, retained his hatred
for people with sexual tendencies unlike
his own. He proved that in a recent
interview on UMO's homosexual
organization, the Wilde-Stein Club.
Some thought it had disappeared.
During the student government
presidential campaign last semester,
Hewes was quiet on the issue of the
Wilde-Stein Club.
Now we know, however, he was
screaming inside.
Dick Hewes, son of a former speaker of
the Maine House, is a politician through
and through. Capitalize the P.
That's becoming more evident every
day.
He moderated his stand on this and
many other issues, and now people are
getting to know the real Dick Hewes.
Why do people get so excited about the

Wilde-Stein Club?
Do its members march on the mall? Do
they make noise in the library? Do they
take more than their share of french fries
in the commons?
Do they bother anyone?
Or are the closed-minded ignoramuses
that make up a startlingly large portion of
Camp Orono's population just look for
things to get angry about?
College is supposed to be a place where
you learn new ideas, where you leave your
old prejudices and stereotypes somewhere
on 1-95 near the Stillwater Exit, to be
picked up by the state highway
maintenance trucks, along with the other
trash.
A university is a place where you're
supposed to open up your mind and
explore new ideas.
That's why this newspaper has given
space to a Nazi bigot and Dick Hewes.
anti-individual rights comments the past
month.
We believe in free speech and the
exchange of ideas, even if they don't jibe
with our own.
We are alone in our laissez-faire social
philosophy, though, it seems.
This campus is plagued by a portion of
social locusts which says, "Any sexual
preference unlike our own is wrong."
A student body is often led by its
student government leader.
Sadly, the leader we chose last
semester was double-faced Richard N.
Hewes, head locust.
D.W.

For a whole week he went door to door,
talking to Oxford residents, seeing where
they stood, letting them see the face
behind the name. He made up posters and
handouts and put them out all over the
place.
He lost! But it's how he lost that counts.
Mark Gilbert had the third highest vote
total on campus; unfortunately, the two
higher ones were from the same dorm and
won the two seats. He got more votes, in
some instances two and three times more.
than any other winner on campus.
When I told him he'd lost, he just glared
down at the paper.
"But some dorms had winners with low
vote totals,- he said. Some of these only
had one person running in a dorm which
had two seats. They didn't care. and I did
and I lost!"
What do you say to someone at a time
like that?
However, he was right. It was bad
enough that the voter turnout was poor.
but when not enough people sign up for the
seats, then you've got a pretty strong case
for apathy.
Well, the election is over and as you can
tell, I am not too thrilled about what
happened. Not enough of you out there
cared about your voice in the running of
this joint because very few of you were able
to give up a precious couple of minutes to
vote.

I'm not too thrilled because only 183
off-campus voted out of over 3,000
I'm not too thrilled because only seven of
the twenty-two races were contested. And.
I'm not too thrilled to tell people like Mark
Gilbert that they lost.
Sorry, Mark.

Steve Bucherati. a senior political
science major, is fron Bridgton. Maine and
lives in Oxford Hall. He is student
government vice president.

The University of Maine at Orono's student newspaper since
1875
The Maine Campus is published
daily at the University of Maine at
Orono. Editorial and business offices
are located at Suite 7A Lord Hall,
UMO, Orono, Maine. 04469. telephone 207-581-7531. Advertising
and subscription rates available
upon request. Printed at The Ellsworth American, Ellsworth. Maine.
04605.
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Fill 'em up

Mad at the world?

To the Editor:

TV baseball is not
a hit with everyone

[lost

With the advent of the World
Series and termination of another
miserable season, I feel it necessary
to liberate my suppressed opinions
concerning a pet peeve.
Of all the sports to watch on
television, baseball has to be the
most tiresome. To illustrate my
point, let me consider a typical
afternoon.
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The opening ceremony usually
begins when the announcer introduces an old-time baseball great
(most likely a crotchety man who is
in his late seventies). He lumbers out
on the field to express an inspiring
message. Consequently, the spectators go wild with admiration for at
least twenty minutes.
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After those thrilling moments, a
marvelous songstress (often times a
stuffy opera singer) performs with
the national anthem.
A dignitary, be it the commissioner of baseball, a passe movie idol, a
famed rock star or a retired beauty
queen, is chosen to cast the first
baseball of the game to the catcher.
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I like the idea of a ride column in the
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday editions of the Maine Campus except for one
thing — it doesn't go far enough.
How about a commuter ride column? As
I stand outside my house at 8 a.m. on Main
Rd., Orono, waiting for my ride, approximately 95 percent of the cars going
towards Orono have University parking
stickers and only one person in each car —
the driver.
By printing a daily ride column, the
Maine Campus could do a real service to
the commuting students, faculty and staff.
This would not only help the energy crunch
but would help alleviate the parking
problems on campus.
Rachel S. Smith
Orono

What about us?
To the Editor:
So far the Maine Campus has had
articles relating to the dire economic straits
that everyone, such as the "student
employees" and the faculty, is faced with.
Nothing has been said about the "student
faculty" problems, however. First we
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In between batters, the cameramen of the networks television
viewer is amused by witnessing a
spectator scratching his head, yawning or shelling peanuts during a
break in the game.
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Many people enjoy the sport and
think it's exciting, but I'd scrub the
Washington Monument. walk the
length of the U.S. on all fours, swim
the Indian Ocean during shark
season, or climb Mount Vesuvius on
roller skates, rather than watch an
afternoon of baseball.
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At the July meeting the record will
further show that the concerns
voiced by students on the fuel
surcharge were all fully presented by
several trustees and debated at
length before any decision was
reached.
We will, at Machias, and at all
future meetings schedule a preliminary meeting of the Student
Affairs Committee with adequate
time to go through the entire agenda
and listen to student concerns. I'm
sure that these meetings will be
attended by a majority of the
Trustees.

The cartoon was great, even
though a bit off target! My wife says
it even looks like me.
understand the concern of the
students both at UMO and UMA
relative to our meetings and more
specifically, the fuel surcharge.
The change in our meeting format
was not the result of any plan to
lessen student participation. Nearly
all of the Trustees had expressed
mounting concern over the negative
effects of our committee system in
discouraging or inhibiting debate
and discussion of the many issues we
face.
It was impossible for a trustee to
attend all the committee meetings
and many hesitated to ask questions
and re-open debate on an issue in the
full Board meeting. It tended to
dwarf our already lengthy sessions
and simply duplicate what had
already been fully discussed by a few
members in Committee. There was
also reluctance to question the
recommendations of the committees.
Our first trial run of the new
procedure in July was regarded by
most as a success (although it turned
into a marathon because we had
misjudged on our scheduling).
I realized that it would affect the
student participation adversely, unless we supplied another alternative
and that we have now done.
Nevertheless, the record will show
that 1 recognized and permitted a
student representative to speak
several times on important issues.

Another sample of boredom
throughout the game is when the
batter gets up to the plate. Frequently. the player is a well-known
star, such as Carl Yastrzemski, Fred
Lynn or Jim Rice. Once greeted by
admiring fans, he becomes extremely obnoxious and wastes time
choosing a special bat, knocking the
dried mud from his spikes, limbering
his elbows or scuffing his feet into
the dirt, which he thinks gives him a
better stance.
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should explain just what the "student
faculty" are.
As most are aware, a large majority of
basic courses are made possible at UMO
throught the utilization of graduate teaching assistants. The base stipend for a
G.T.A. is $3,150 per year-one half of the
poverty level for the State of Maine. To
further compound this problem, G.T.A.'s
are often discouraged from taking on an
outside job because the graduate school
feels that this "moonlighting" would hurt
their scholastic and their instructional
efforts. In many cases the G.T.A. feels the
same way. It is also necessary to note that
the assistantship is in no way a free ride;
for G.T.A.'s in English and speech, it
constitutes a full-time job with full

To the Editor:

The menacing pitcher stands on
the mound, adjusts his cap for a few
minutes, fires the ball into his golve
several times, then waits in anticipation for his catcher to signal.
revealing the style of throwing
technique that should be applied.

a time

The Maine Campus welcomes letters
to the editor. Please keep them brief
and type them double-spaced. We
may have to edit letters for space,
clarity, taste, style, accuracy or libel.
Send them to us at Suite 7A, Lord
Hall, UMO, Orono, Maine 04469.,
Please include -signature, phone
number and address. Names withheld in special circumstances.

responsibilities for one or more courses.
We feel that the efforts of the Maine
Campus to illuminate the economic plight
of the faculty and the "student employees" should also give "honorable mention" to the equally pitiful plight of the
"student faculty." This year the faculty
received an 8.5 percent pay increase to
aid them in the battle against inflation. It
should be kept in mind, however, that the
last raise in the base G.T.A. stipend
happened in 1978 and amounted to a .5
percent raise. This is not even enough to
fill one sandbag against the rising tide of
inflation.
Michael L. Peters
Kevin J. Barrett
Orono

Leave me alone guys, I'm doing my best

All members of one team scamper
out on the field and disperse to their
positions. The rival side congregates
in a dingy hut located at one side of
the playing field, then the monotonous game commences.

glared

Get up and
shout about it!

'This University belongs
not to the Trustees,
but to all of us.'

Let me say also that Trustees are
not isolated from student thinking
and concerns. We read a considerable volume of printed matter
including student newspapers, Student Senate minutes and many
more. We talk with students on all
campuses. Some (including me)have
sons and daughters on campus.
The student point of view is
important to us and we seek it out,
even though we may not always be
able to accomodate our actions to it.
We have the legal responsibility
for making these tough decisions and

we try very hard to make them in a
non-partisan way. We are not
professionals; we are volunteers and
we have to make a very heavy
commitment in terms of time to
conduct the Universtiy's business.
Our meetings are not and cannot
be "town meetings" with anybody
and everybody getting into a freefor-all.
We have to meet, debate and
decide publicly under the Sunshine
Law and that is the way it should be,
but ultimately in each issue the
Board must act as efficiently and
effectively as possible after getting
adequate information and discussing
it with reasonable thoroughness.
The importance of this participation issue to the students is fully
recognized by the Board. There is no
conspiracy to deprive you of your
opportunity to be heard.
We need only devise an appropriate and reasonable procedure that is
workable and consistent with our
circumstances. This University belongs not to the Trustees, but to all of
US.

Overall, I'm proud of it and I hope
you are, too.
That doesn't mean we are perfect
or that the University couldn't profit
by many changes. Together we can
work those things out. Your exercise
of freedom of the press in a
responsible manner is an important
tool in that process.
Sincerely,
Francis A. Brown
Board Chairman
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Beer,parties and damage

Weekend fun often results in(
by Lynn Wardwell and Carol Saunders
Staff writers
You thought weekends were made for
Michelob? Not so. At UMO,weekends are
made not only for beer, wild parties and
good times, but also, thousands of dollars
worth of destruction to campus property.
It's the little things in life that seem to be
the biggest problems. Broken windows,
twisted or missing signs, empty fire
extinguishers, ripped-up telephones, and
power turns on the lawns all add up.
Somebody has to pay for the damage.
Police and staff members blame the
damage on only 5 percent of the UMO
population but everybody ends up paying
for somebody else's "fun."
Take the second weekend of school for
instance. Peter Dufour, superintendant of
ground and services considered Sept. 14,
15 and 16 a "typical weekend."
By Monday morning, nine guard posts
had been lifted out of the ground. The cost
to replace them is $15 apiece. Three stop
signs had been stolen. Cost to the
university? $43 per sign. Somebody did
powei turns on the lawn between Coburn
Hall and the president's house. Dufour
estimated the cost would be at least $500
for resodding and seeding the area. And
damage to the grounds at York Village was
estimated at $300.
"That wasn't even a full moon." Dufour
said he believes in the full moon making
people crazy because the damage is worse

and find that they're empty. All those good
times mean that somebody's gonna toast."
To replace a fire extinguisher costs $40.
To refill one costs $25. If caught, the
person responsible pays for the damage.
But more times than not the costs are
absorbed by the university, in other words
the students.
A major safety hazard occurs when
students remove barricades and flame pots
from construction sites. With the new
union regulations, minimum call back time
is three hours, at time and a half. Dufour
said it costs the university at least $30 to
bring a man to campus on weekends to
replace the barricades.

then.

The most serious vandalism is the type
which can risk lives. False fire alarms are a
major problem. Duane Brasslett. UMO
fire marshall, responded to eight fire
alarms in one Friday night this semester.
Six of them were false alarms.
For every alarm regardless of the nature,
all 15 firemen respond to the call. This
means every alarm costs the university
$150. Of the 186 fire calls last year, 90 of
them were false.
False alarms raise the possibilities of no
firefighters available if a real fire occured.
William Prosser, assistant director of
public safety, said besides the expense,
"it is hazardous tor pedestrians, the police
officers, fire fighters responding and the
residents being evacuated from the
buildings."
Vandalism and damage to fire extinguishers is a major concern. Ralph Kennedy,
York Complex business manager said,
"There is always malice with fire extinguishers. People grab them and make a mess.
Later, if there's afire, people run for them

has to get darker.
Jim Keane, superintendent of buildings
and trades said the street light damage is
so bad that they are not repairing a light
unless there are three in a troy; out. It only
pays to replace and repair several lights
rather than just one.
A $10,000 price tag has been placed on
the repair and renovation of lights on
campus. One third is blamed on student
vandalism.
Making a phone call when the phone is
half off the wall is not easy. According to
Jean Pressey, telecommunications manager. 119 phones were vandalized on
campus last year. The cost to the university
was over $900.
Pressey said, she thought visitors or
"outsiders" did most of the phone
damage. Otherwise she said, "I feel it's
less than 5 percent of the university
students who really do the damage. It's a
small percentage that gives everyone a bad
name."
Damage to the grounds sometimes is
intentional but often is the product of
careless disregard for property. The
diagonal footpath carved out of the mall
every year is an example of this. Dufour
said it takes a "solid month" to reseed and
repair all the lawns in the spring.
The path running from the corner of the
library to Stevens Hall costs over $200
every year to fix. Dufour said they could
pave criss-crosses all over the mall, but
argued that "retaining the aesthetics on
the mall" are more important.
Grounds and services last spring planted
12 flowering crabtrees around Alfond
Arena. Dufour said somebody snapped

every one of them off. The cost was $75
apiece for buying the trees and installing
them. The second installation was $25
apiece.
In the winter, the students are contained
inside and the guard rails and signs freeze
into the ground. The garbage is usually
covered up by the snow until spring so it is
not a visible problem. Dufour said special

• eekends like Greek Weeke
ock usually do not po
problems. The mess and
confined to one area.
Sign collecting seems to
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I
suggested charging each st
ive them a sign at the beg
semester. "It would save a

Worn footpaths across the mall cost about S20(

Peter Dufour
It's all for safety. Dufour said if
somebody falls in a hole which doesn't
have barricades, you can't say "sorry,
some student threw the things away."
Walking around a dark campus is
unpleasant for anyone, but in order for
more lights to be installed or repaired it

This sign, meant to
trees. No bikes ple

Bicycles tied to trees instead of bike racks
damage the bark.

To replace the missing "H" on Hhchner Hall will cost Ma

Photos by
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eekends like Greek Weekend and Bumqoes usually do not pose too many
roblems. The mess and activities are
confined to one area.
Sign collecting seems to be a popular
Lobby among UMO students. Dufour
suggested charging each student $35 and
ive them a sign at the beginning of each
semester. "It would save a lot of labor."

10 replace one letter on a building costs
$SO. The high price includes designing and
making the letter. Installation costs are not
included.
Many buildings do not have names.
According to Keene the solution is to
"relocate names up higher." He said
around graduation time they seem to
disappear faster. He said students like to

have letters as souvenirs.
The figures are impressive and also
discouraging. To replace missing and
damaged street signs is a loosing battle.
The grounds and services department have
tried "everything" to keep signs from
being taken. Dufour said it has "reached a
point where we can't afford to replace
them."
The grounds and services department
has budget of $1.5 million dollars. Of that,
$50,000 or more is used to repair damage
only to the grounds. During the 32 weeks
school is in session, more than $1000 is
spent every week to repair damage to the
grounds.
Prosser attributes much of the damage

to peer pressure and the high degree of
drinking on campus. Dufour agreed and
called UMO weekends a time for RR & W.
"Rest, relaxation and wrecking."
The time of year has a bearing on why
students vent their frustration on university property. Prosser said the UMO police
understand the reasons and try to
accomodate for them. "By being in the
educational process ourselves we know
what people go through during test time.
This is a plus for us. The foolish things that
a municipal officer might arrest for, we
have an understanding for. The officer has
to be a better diplomat," he said.
Usually the students involved in vandal(See back page)

Dog days at UMO
By Lynn Wardwell
and Carol Saunders
Staff Writers

I

eu.

gasolla•

orpark-, across the mall cost about $200 to reseed.

The cost of owning a dog is often a
small price to pay for the affection
they give. But the costs of dogs on
campus are shared by everyone, with
or without the pleasures of ownership.
Dogs who spend their day tied to a
tree waiting for their masters often
pass the time barking at other dogs,
and straining to be away from the
rope tying them to a young sapling.
Others spend carefree hours roaming freely around campus. Whether
tied or loose. though, the damage
they cause to university property is
expensive, and the barking is an
annoying cistraction for faculty and
students alike.
Peter Dufour. superintendent of
grounds and services, calls the dog
situation his "top priority." Most of
the problems involve roots and
flower beds being dug up by dogs

and fungicides.
If the damage increases, Dufour
warned,"somewhere down the road
we're going to have to take chastic
measures." He said the grounds and
services department get constant
complaints from faculty and staff
about barlciig dogs.
Orono has a leash law which
Dufour said applies to UMO.
The complaints most frequently
heard by the police concern lost pets
and barking dogs tied up in front of
buildings cisturbing classes.
William Prosser, assistant director
of public safety said, "the only thing
we can do is contact the dog's owner
through the identification on the dog
tags, but it's hard for the police
officer to get near the pet. There's
something about the uniform that
bothers them."
Student opinion of dogs on campus
is both pro and con. A Stodder
resident said she likes to see the
dogs on campus, because "dogs and
kids keep you in touch with the real
world."

??..ZiciSZ
This sign, meant to discourage damage. reads. "Protect our
trees. No bikes please
trees. are the cause of many complaints.
Dogs on campus, especially those tied to

.an

4 large part of the vandalism on campus involves damaged and stolen signs.

tied to trees and too near the flowers.
Another problem he cites is dogs tied
to young trees.
The young ash trees on the mall
were planted to replace the Elms
dying from Dutch Elm disease.
Dufour blames dogs for the loss of
two ash trees last year. and probably
more this year.
"We give those trees tender
loving care and the dogs dig up
around the roots, and the rope and
chains are girdling the trees," he
said. With the toots exposed and the
bark broken a young tree has little
chance for survival.
Dufour estimates it costs around
$300 per tree. This includes original
purchase and installation, herbicides

Another former Stodder resident
said, "dogs should'nt be allowed on
campus. For instance, it isn't fair to
have a German Shepard tied to a
maple tree. Maybe the owners could
be tied up. They'd probably bark
too."
To solve the problem Prosser
asked for the cooperation of the
owners in keeping the noise and
damage at a minimum. He added,
"we all love dogs, but don't like to
see them td up on a hot or cold day
without food or water."
Dufour suggested a "doggie kennel, something like the Holiday Inn
has." He said, "everytime we see a
dog we say,'oh, we're going to lose
something."

local
Plus-minus grading in
effect this semester

8

by Susan Leonard
Staff Writer
Plus-minus grading at UMO is no longer
a matter of conjecture.
The system, passed by the Council of
Colleges and approved by the necessary'
three colleges, will be implemented this
semester.
The system allows faculty to be more
precise in evaluating students'. work.
Grades ranging in the high 80's, for
example, will merit a B plus, or a 3.3.
Similarly, a score in the low 80's will merit
only a 2.7. Prior to implementation of the
system, grades ranging from 80 to 89 were
treated equally and merited a 3.0.
Dr. Paul Camp, chairman of the Council
of Colleges. said, "I have asked the
vice-president (of academic affairs) to
defer formal action until Nov. 1, however
(the system) has de facto passed. and I
don't see any reason why faculty can't use
plus-minus grades by the end of this
semester."
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The academic affairs office confirmed
that the system will be implemented this
semester.
Official memos were sent
yesterday to academic deans and department chairmen announcing the change.
The new grading system was approved
by the College of Life Sciences and
Agriculture. Arts and Science, and Bangor
Community College. Business Administration was the only colege to veto the
proposal and the College of Education
decided not to vote on it.
Education Dean Robert Cobb said of the
decision, "Our assumption is that it will
pass and we are not disagreeing with it (the
system)." The College of Engineering and
Science will vote on it at their October
faculty meeting.
Any opposition at this point by Engineering and Science would be strictly academic
as the decision to implement the system
has been made. It would have taken vetos
by four of six colleges to defeat the
proposal.

ignaturet
A possiblefuture UMO student goesfor a very careful walk near the Memorial Union
on
Thursday.

' Drug experiments come to light
(ZNS)
A Church of Scientology- sponsored research group is suggesting
that the Army's experiments with powerful
mind-altering drugs may have been
responsible for the serious birth defects
suffered by the daughter of an Army
serviceman.
American Citizens for Honesty in
Government says it has decided to
publicize the case of Stephanie, a four-anda-half-year -old girl whose last name is
being withheld.
CALL AHEAD
TO AVOID
WAITING

Stephanie was born with multiple birth
defects, including an open spine, and
paralyzed from the waist down, a condition
which some doctors believe is drug.
related.
Stephanie's father was one of several
thousand soldiers who were given a
number of powerful experimental drugs by
the Army a decade ago. Following his
injections in the mid-1960's the father
reportedly suffered hallucinations, amnesia and hysteria
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GREEKS
Watch for Wednesday's special
issue on UMO fraternities and
sororities. A community feature
from the daily Maine Campus
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EVERYBODY'S
SANDWICH SHOPPE
26 Main Street Orono
866-2400

THE RED LION INVITES YOU TO ENJOY A
MAGNIFICENT BUFFET...FEATURING OUR
WORLD-FAMOUS STEAMSHIP ROUND...
WITH A COMPLIMENTARY COCKTAIL...
DESSERT, COFFEE...AND THE DELIGHTFUL
RED LION "SURPRISES"

OPEN TILL 10:30PM NIGHTLY
SPECIALS EVERY
Tues., Wed.,& Thurs
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Sirloin Steak
11-16 oz
Baked Potato
Salad Bar $5.95

Sirloin Tips

SATURDAY. SEPTEMBER 29TH,
5 PM TO 9 PM IN THE
RED LION BANQUET ROOM

Salad Bar
Baked Potato
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pdate
iscrimination suit

Bangor—The attorney general's office
s dropped its plans for a class action suit
cusing the Bangor School Committee of
x discrimination.
The suit was considered after several
omen filed complaints with the Maine
uman Rights Commission saying they
ad been passed over for administrative
bs. The commission found last month
at the school committee had disiminated by not hiring Dorothy Pratt as
n assistant principal at Garland Street
unior High School.
Deputy Attorney General John Paterson
d the decision to sue was dropped after
e school committee agreed last month to
ire women administrators, including Ms.
an.

ignatures counted
AUGUSTA—State officials will know
day whether slot machine supporters
ave collected enough signatures to force a
terendum on the issue this spring.
Deputy Secretary of State James Henerson said the counting will be finished
oday. He predicted that if the rate of valid
gnatures continues as it has been, the
oup will have about 42,000 signatures000 beyond the required amount to force
referendum.
If the signatures are found valid, the
ristian Civic League has vowed to go to
urt to prove that the signatures were
Ilected fraudulently.

ork opened to
shellfishing
AUGUSTA—The entire York River was
opened yesterday to shellfish harvesting
for the first time in 32 years.
The river was closed to shellfishing in
1947 by pollution. But the Department of
Marine Resources said yesterday that
anti-pollution efforts by the town of York
have improved water quality appreciably.
Parts of the river were opened in 1977.

Andre may move
PORTLAND — Maine's largest city may
soon supplant Boston as the winter home of
Andre the seal.
Andre's trainer, Harry Goodridge. said
he's been thinking about having the
celebrity seal take up winter quarters in a
new aquarium being developed in Portland.
For the past few years. Andre has been
spending the winter in the New England
Aquarium in Boston. Each spring. his
swims 160 miles up the New England coast
to Rockport, where he's become a drawing
card for summer tourists.
The Portland aquarium is now housed in
a converted railway barge but the
sponsors, such as the Research Institute of
the Gulf of Maine, eventually hope to build
a multi-million dollar facility.

Curtis to be neutral
AUGUSTA—Former Governor Kenneth
Curtis said he won't take a stand either for
or against the proposed Pittston oil refinery
when he becomes ambassador to Canada.
Canada has said for years it will not
allow oil supertankers to travel through its
head harbor passage to Eastport. just
across the bay from Canada.
Curtis sailed through a Senate Committee on Foreign Relations confirmation
hearing yesterday in Washington. He said
that as ambassador, one of his major
energy priorities will be an agreement to
permit American oil companies to utilize
excess refinery capacity in Eastern Canada.

Nuke pro concedes
NEW YORK — A leading proponent of
nuclear energy said he believes that
"someday, somewhere" a nuclear disaster
will occur.
Bill Lee, the President of Duke Power
and Light Company of North Carolina,
made the comments on ABC TV's "Good
Morning America."
"If it does happen. I would expect the
consequences will be lower than we feel
they would be," he added.
Lee also said that since the accident at
Three Mile Island in Pennsyivania last
March, utilities have taken voluntary
measures to decrease the risks from
Nuclear Power plants.

Witness backs off
WASHINGTON — A lawyer backtracked
on the story that his client saw White
House Chief of Staff Hamilton Jordan use
cocaine at a party in California.
According to three published reports,
Attorney Irving Osser said Lana Jean
Rawls "deduced" that Jordan used
cocaine based on Jordan's so-called
"demeanor" at the party. Ossner said his
client did not see Jordan using cocaine.

Bush promotes dad
WINDHAM — The 24-year-old son of
Republican Presidential hopeful George
Bush said the country can't continue to
settle for slogans and false promises from a
president.
Neil Bush spoke to the Cumberland
County Republican Club in Windham
Wednesday nieht.
Bush, who is living in Nashua, New
Hampshire during the primary campaign
in the granite state, said he is emphasizing
his father's broad enerience. He said his
father, who was born in Massachusetts and
owns a home in Kennebunkport, is the only
Republican presidential contender with
New England ties.

Anti-nuke groups
differ
CONCORD, N.H. — A group which
helped form the Clamshell Alliance
yesterday disavowed any connection with
the planned Oct. 6th demonstration at the
Seabrook Nuclear Plant.

Cumberland Hall D.A.B. —RAFFLE—
Grand Prize - Rossignol Cross -Country Ski
Package from the SKI RACK on Hogan Road
PLUS MANY MORE PRIZES FROM THESE SPONSORS:
Dubay Auto Parts•Athletic Attic•The Yarn Basket•
Sambo's T-Shirts Plus•Card-O-Rama•Yogurtime&
Salad Too•DeOrsey's• University Bookstore•Zayre•
Deering Ice Cream•Needle Paint•Flair Lamarre•
D'Lor Beauty Salon•Pizza Hut•Flowers by Richard•
M&M Restaurant•Broadway Furniture•Goldsmith's•
Morrow's Nut House•Allan Lewis Col B.D.'s Stores•
Enterprise Shoe Store•Picture & Gift Shop I White
Lantern•Knapp's Book & Music Store, Inc.•
Wells Common Market•Old Town Furniture Co.•
University Barber Shop•Hilltop Juice Bar•Bear's Den
Tickets will be sold and drawing will be held Saturday.
Sept. 29 at 11:00am at Organizational Fair on the mall.

The American Friends Service Company
of New Hampshire said in an internal
memo leaked to the media yesterday that it
cannot participate in. support, or in any
way endorse the Oct. 6th action.
"We feel inadequate attention has
been given to preparing for non-violence,"
said Eric Wolfe, a member of the
committee. Wolfe added that too much
emphasis has been given to occupying the
Seabrook site.
He said the Friends Committee, which
helped train many Clamshell Alliance
leaders in non-violent tactics, thinks the
demonstration is not appropriate because it
is not a consensus of anti-nuclear groups.

Student holds hostages
KNOXVILLE, TENN. — A pistolwielding student burst into a classroom at
Knoxville Business College in Tennessee
yesterday.
The unidentified man held over 30 fellow
students hostage for an hour. The majority
of the students were released but police
said four or five people stayed voluntarily.
The man was reported to have threatened to kill himself.

Soviets delay tour
MOSCOW—Soviet official sources said a
planned tour of the United States by the
Moscow Symphony Orchestra "will not
take place" as scheduled.
Soviet authorities were reported earlier
to be having second thoughts about the
tour following the defection of five
prominent Soviet artists in the past month.
The tour was scheduled for October third
through November fourth. The Soviet
sources said there is some possibility that
the tour will be rescheduled at a later date,
but declined to be more specific. The US
Embassy in Moscow issued visas for the

group on Tuesday.
Diplomatic sources had expected that
some Soviet cultural programs abroad
would be reduced or delayed following the
recent defections. But the Soviet Union,
which is strongly committed to cultural ex
change as a building-block of detent, is
expected to continue its exchange program
in some form.

M-X contract awarded
WILMINGTON, MASS.—The AVCO
plant in Wilmington has landed a $164
million defense contract.
AVCO will manufacture re-entry cones
for the new M-X missile system which will
require the immediate hiring of 700
engineers.
The company said it's going to take
about five years to develop the cone. When
the cone goes into production, the company
will hire about 700 people for the
manufacturing process. AVCO said it
expects to receive more than $300 million
in M-X contracts over the next ten years.

Saudis conserve oil
JIDDA, SAUDI ARABIA—Saudi Arabia
knows that even its oil won't last forever,
so it's turning to the sun.
The Saudi news agency reported the
Martin Marietta Corporation has won a
contract to build a solar-energy generating
plant for two villages near the Saudi capital
of Riyadh.
The project is part of a five year, $100
million energy research program jointly
financed by the United States and Saudi
Arabia.
The American company reportedly outbid 20 other international concerns for the
contract. The company, which is headquartered in Bethesda. Maryland, won the
contract with a bid of $16,5 million.
11 Mr.
,
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WEDNESDAYS-COLLEGE NITE!
College ID gets you in free
The Best Light Show North of Boston.
500 Main St., Bangor
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Bangor, Maine
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Volleyball

a must

Bears out to (pig)skin Blue Devils
by Scott Cole
Staff writer
The term may be corny, hackneyed, and
over-used, but there is just no other way to
describe Maine's 1:30 p.m. game Saturday
with Central Connecticut. Simply, the
Black Bear football team is in a "must
win" situation.
1 his is the one game on UMO's 11 game
landmine-filled schedule that Bear fans
from Orono to Ogunquit expect a certain
victory. And why not? The Blue Devils
were Maine's one win from last year,
which wasn't a shocker. In the four games
ever played between the clubs, the Bears
have come away with a "W" in three of
them.
Nobody knows the story better than
coach Jack Bicknell who is tired and
frustrated of three straight weekends of
bitterness or "walking on my lip" as he
Bicknell has a cure for the
calls it.
weekend blues though, "What we need is
a good solid win where we can relax and
play football."

Once again, the Maine attack in this
crucial game will be void of Mike
Edelstein, the Bears' leading rusher. He
was felled with an ankle injury in the
Boston University game and h1ts been
unable to get around without crutches
since.
Lorenzo Bouier, in Edelstein's
stead, will be the tailback, and is always a
threat to break a long one with his
impressive speed. Bouier was held in
check last Saturday in Amherst for two
reasons — the stingy UMass defense, and
a weatherbeaten field Bicknell described as
"chocolate pudding."
If guys lilre Bouier and Edelstein can't
get it done on the ground, there's always
John Tursky's gun to get it done over land.
Bicknell says he is pleased with his
quarterback's progress this season, and
thought Tursky played well last week again
UMass, particularly in scrambling out of
the pocket and not forcing passes. Split
end Tom Torrisi and power forwardturned-tight end Roger Lapham have been
Tursky's favorite Targets, with ten receptions apiece.
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Do you love him?
Tell him in a daily
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The Black Bear defense will be in for a
unique challenge against Central Connecticut's wishbone offense. Operating
the Blue Devils' attack is Quarterback
Terry Hogan, who, when he isn't pitching
out to backs Bob Caffary and Shawn
Talbot, is whipping passes in the direction
of John Klein. Klein hauled in five passes
last week in the Blue Devils' 21-15 loss to
Slippery Rock. Yes, Slippery Rock.
Yup folks, this is a biggie. "It we play
well I think we can win.
Central
Connecticut is the game we have to win,"
Bicknell matter-of-factly noted.
Let us not order the post-game victory
brew too soon lest we forget what
happened when Maine played a team
nobody'd heard of called Towson State.

Colts on the move
Baltimore Colts owner Rober lrsay says
he's received an offer of $60 million dollars
a year in profit over a ten year period if he
moves the team to Jacksonville, Florida.
lrsay says Jacksonville is one of three cities
he's thinking of taking the Colts to — the
others are Memphis and Los Angeles.

Maine Campus
Get a

personal. They cost only pennies!

UMO is the prohibitive favorite in this
weekend's UMO volleyball Tournament,
which will be held in Lengyel Gym from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. Saturday. Maine's top two
instate competitors, UMF and Bates
College, will not be entered, but eight
other teams will be. They are the UMaine
teams from Machias, Presque Isle, Fort
Kent, Augusta, and Southern Maine, and
Unity and Husson Colleges.
The tournament will be round robin with
two pools. The top team from each pool will
play in the finals. In the 10 a.m. round,
UMO will meet Husson and UMPI is up
against UMFK. At 11 o'clock, UMA plays
UMM, and USM tackles Unity.
UMO Coach Janet Anderson said the
tournament will give her a better look at
the new players, who are currently 4-1.
USM coach Jim Mandeville said,
"We're looking forward to some good
competition." USM, 4-3, is led by captain
and setter Vicki Worden, and hitters Patty
Doore and Linda Theriault.
Unity Athletic Director John Rubino
remarked, "The team is excited. They just
finished a tournament, and are looking
forward to more victories." Captains Ghlee
Woodworth and Robin Finney are among
the players to watch for Unity, which is 1-2.
UMA is a young team led by a rookie
coach Steve Poulin. UMA, 0-4, showcases
setter Mary Wilkinson and hitters Linda
Tardif and Valerie Chaisson.

every
FREE DRINK night
at

RAMADA INN and join the
BANANA'S DISCO CLUB

Suite 7A Lord Hall

PLUS: HAPPY HOUR PRICES ALL NIGHT
NO COVER CHARGE FREE disco lessons
Disco newsletter
FREE backgammon lessons
Special CHRISTMAS GIFT in December
when you visit the club.
Get your card for only $1.00 and
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THE ORONO
Orono Mall,Stillwater Ave.
Jane Fonda, Vanessa Red
grave, and Jason Robards
star in Fred Zinnemann's
("High Noon") touching
portrait of the friendship
of two women during the
treacherous pre-WWII era
in Europe. Based on Lillian Hellman's best-seller.
Shown at 9 Pm.
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GO BANANAS!
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Anne Bancroft, Shirley fitlacLame,
Earyshnikov, and Leslie
Browne , n Herbert Ross'(-Pla,
,
It Again, Sam," "Goodbye-Girl;
"7% Solution") glorious story
of the ballet world, of the choices
between career and marriage, of
the p-oblems of being young and
growing old.
Shown at 7 pm.

CALL:
Janice Anderson
581-7601—UMO
:11 Karen Provost
947-0826—BCC
Pam Pease
947-8575—BCC

357 0-DLIN ROAD
BANGOR, MAINE
(207) 947-696

fraraorctor=autcr=asxtormxt9
THESTORE
1 26 Mill Street,Orono 866-4110
HOURS: MON.-FRI. 10-6
1
Natural Food Store
#
Complete Line of Grains,Beans,Nuts,
Large Selection of Cheeses,Seeds,& Herb Teas sa
g
RECIPE-OF-THE-WEEK

0

Place soup pot on medium heat and
add oil. When oil is hot add onions; stir for #
2-5 minutes until slightly transparent and
strong smell goes away. Add sal, water and
1 tsp sesame oil
remaining vegetable and bring to a boil.
I onion, sliced
Reduce heat and simmer, co /ered, for
1 pinch sea salt
20-30 minutes or until vegetables are just
5 cups water
tender. Remove from heat. Dilute miso
1 cup chopped greens
with about /
1
4 cup of the soup broth and stir
1 carrot, sliced
into soup. Cover pot and allow to steep for
'4 cup miso soybean paste
about 5 minutes before serving; miso
should not be boiled as this destroys its
valuable digestion-aiding enzymes. Serves
four.
More about Miso. This hearty and invigorating
soup may be served
equally well at any time of day. Use your choice of
vegetable along with
the onions, or make wakame-miso soup by adding
a handful of soaked and
chopped wakame seaweed instead of the carrot and
greens For delicious
garnished try finely chopped raw scallions, bits of
toasted non seaweed
(these two are especially good together), or pieces
of tofu soy cheese. 4

Miso Soup

A Joyous celebration of the joys
and pains of love as Jean-Pierre
Leaud faces life after marriage
in this fifth gem in the Antoine
Doinel series ("The 400 Blow;
"Bed and Board," "Love at 20,"
and "Stolen Kisses"). Co-starring
Marie-France Pisier, Claude Jade.
Shown at 7 & 9 pm
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Danno Hynes

It's a kick in the grass
Today I'd like to give you a
suggestion on how to kill a few hours
this weekend. That suggestion is
simple, soccer.
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Tomorrow morning at ten o'clock
the Maine soccer team will be
seeking its first win of the year
against UMass on the UMO soccer
field adjacent to the football field.
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of the North American Soccer
League.
Almost 51,000 people
recently gathered in New Jersey for
the league's championship game and
I seriously doubt is any of them left
the game because they were bored.
Closer to home, soccer has become
so popular on the UMO campus
during the last few years that the
athletic intramural office added
soccer to the list of fall intramural
sports this year.

Maybe some ot you hadn't evert
realized that Maine has a soccer
team. Well we do, and we've had
one since 1963.

Clearly, all these people can't be
wrong about their interest in the
game of soccer.

Soccer is perhaps the oldest game
in the civilized world and it's
undoubtedly the most popular sport
in the world today. But at the
University of Maine, soccer rates a
big fat zero on the popularity scale.

The Maine soccer team is presently in the midst of a building year,
and while this is no way guarantees a
championship season, it does show
promise of being a more exciting
season than last year.

Why has the soccer team gone
almost totally unnoticed the last four
years? Granted, they haven't won a
Yankee Conference game since they
overtimed Umass 2-1 in 1976 and
granted, they've only scored two
Yankee Conference goals since that
same season but that should be no
excuse for the team's lack of
support.

Second year coach Doug Biggs,
with his first full year of recruiting
under his belt, has put together a
young team that could give us some
very exciting moments this season —
that is if we're there to see them.

The Maine football team has been
anything but a consistent winner
these last few years, but thousands
of fans still flock to the football field
each week. During the last ten years
the soccer team has averaged two
wins a season more than the football
team, but has seen a steady decline
in attendance at it's home games.
Soccer is the fastest growing sport
in the nation. This can be evidenced
on a nation-wide scale by the success

So instead of moping around your
room tomorrow morning, watching
Bugs Bunny or just sleeping late, get
up and take a walk over to the soccer
field.
You may be surprised at what you
see in this fast moving sport — you
may even be surprised at what the
presence of some spectators will do
to this young team. There is nothing
better than crowd support to bring
out the best in an athlete, and the
Maine soccer team deserves at least
that one first-hand look by you.
Go out and watch the game. You
might be surprised.
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Weekend sports
FOOTBALL

by Dale McGarrigle
Staff writer

See Scott Cole's
Of course.
preview of the home game against
Central Connecticut starting at 1:30
p.m. Saturday. Bring your parents.

"When you go up to Maine, anything
can happen. Their record may not be good
(0-3-1), but they'll always play their
hardest. We respect them and we're leery
of them," said UMass soccer coach Russ
Kidd.
The Minutemen invade UMO for a 10
Massachusetts
a.m. game Saturday.
downed Williams College 4-0 Wednesday,
and in previous games, tied Bridgeport 2-2
and Southern Connecticut 1-1.
UMO Coach Doug Biggs said, "We'll
have to react to what they do. They're very
talented, very quick, and will go directly to
goal. They'll also quick counter. We'll
have to mark up and cover man-to-man in
the goal area. If we slip up, we'll get
burned."
Massachusetts' goal will be well proLast
tected by junior Mark Mirella.
season, Mirella registered a 1.00 goalsagainst average and recorded five shutouts.
Their fullbacks are led by tri-captain
Mark Bassalotti, who was All-Yankee
Conference honorable mention, at wingback. Tri-captain Mike St. Martin is the
stopper-back, and is joined by sweeper
Bret Simon and wingback Greg Osmasta.
All-Yankee Conference player Mark
Basington (also a tri-captain), Scott
Cooper, and Doug White compose the
midfield line.
The forward line was hurt by graduation,
but sports Tasso Koutsokous, who was
drafted by the Chicago Sting of the North
American Soccer League. Joel Mascelo
and Mark Abbott combined with Koutsokous to score 20 of UMass' 39 goals last
season.
Tony M. Dias, with 4 goals in 4 games, is
joined in the forward line by Wayne Moran
and Fritz Pike.
Coach Kidd added, "We had to rebuild
our attack. We've got good balance, and
our scoring comes from a lot of different
places. Our strength is defense."
Maine will have to cut down on its
turnovers if it is to stay with UMass.
Massachusetts, while not quite as strong
as last season, are still a formidable force
in the Yankee Conference.

BASEBALL
Coach John Winkin's team starts a
weekend of action against Husson
College at 3 p.m. today at Mahaney
Diamond.
Don DeWolfe will be on the mound
for the varsity, backed up by catcher
Ed "Poochie" Pickett. The B team
will play simultaneously on the next
field, coached by Doug Carville and
led by pitcher John Kneeland. Don
Simms will be behind the plate.
Saturday morning the team will be
up early for a 9:30 game. Freshman
recruit Joe Johnson will show his
stuff to the Husson batters, and John
Chiolfi will be catching for varsity.
Rick Bouchard will pitch for the B
team, with catcher Troy Pineo.
SOCCER
The UMO soccer team. which is
still trying hard to break loose for its
first win, will meet UMass at 10 a.m.
on the soccer field for an exciting
game.
RUGBY
The UMO ruggers, 2-0 for the
season, hope to continue the winning
streak Saturday morning at 10 a.m.
Captain Matt O'Hagen will lead the
team against Colby College.
VOLLEYBALL
Lots of tournament action in
Lengyel Gym from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Eight teams will play round robin to
determine who is the best.
OTHER SPORTS
Field
country
games.
week in

hockey, tennis and crossteams are busy, at away
Catch up on the action next
the Maine Campus.
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CAMPUS CRIER
CONTACT LENS WEARERS. Save
on brand name hard or soft Wes
supplies. Send for free illustrated
catalog. Contact Lens Supplies, Box
74S.1. Phoenix, Arizona 85011.
For Rent
Single House. Located in Bradley.6 rooms,.
bath. Artecian well, insulated. Forced it
air furnace, electric hot water heater.
Shower. Plenty of parking. place for
children. More information—please call
1-364-8116 after 5 p.m.
IMPROVE YOUR GRADES!
Send $1.00 for your 306-p catalog
of collegiate researdt. 16.1 topics
listed. Box 250970. Los Angeles.
California. 90025. (213 471-6224.)
Addressers Wanted Immediately! Work at
home—no experience necessary—
excellent pay. Write American Service, 8350 Park Lane, Suite 127,
Dallas, TX, 75231.
•MOTHER'S HELPER for part-time
work in Hampden. Must have own
transportation. Call 862-4095 or
581-7379.

Going Your Way.
Name: Heidi Holland
Address: 309 Kennebec
Destination:
Connecticut: Hartford or New Haven
area
and/or Rhode Island, U.R.I. Christmas break
Date needed: Thanksgiving and Oct.

David Donohue 581-7943
300 Winslow Hall (grad. Office)
Destination: Boston/Logan
Date needed: 9/28/79
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ON FRANKLIN STREET IN BANGOR

HAPPY HOUR
MON.-FRI.- 4:00-6:30

LUNCH
MON.-FRI. 10:30-2:00

DINNER
NIGHTLY

5:00-10:00

SUNDAY BRUNCH
11:oo-2:30

12
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Doi
• Weekends and damage are synonmous
ism to the grounds can not be identified.
However. in dorms students are often
caught and required to pay for the damage.
Kennedy considered three ways of
paying for the damage. If a student is held
accountable for destruction, he will pay the
bill. If it was accidential damage by the
student. it could be worked out so the cost
Auld be sared bet‘.keeti Residentia! Life
and the student. If there was no student
accountable, then the cost is defrayed by
residents of the dorm.

Kennedy says the trouble is that nobody
seems to want to accept any responsibility
or blame. He gives the responsible student
30 days to plead his case or get some
money together to pay the cost of
destruction. If there are financial difficulties, a paym,ent schedule is -vetrrierout.
Kennedy pointed out that the students
will have to sacrifice improvements such as
repainting corridors or installing a water
cooler in order to have unnecessary
damage repaired.

Kennedy suggested a decrease in
damage bills could help offset the increase
in oil bills and energy costs in the winter.
"It should be an educational process.
Like the fire extinguisher incidents,
everyone should think about what they're
doing. Most of the damage is just
horseplay," he said.

In the end, the price of somebody's
boredom or night on the town is paid by all
the students who pay tuition and room and
board. Dufour said the university needs
"more student awareness of the costs."
They need to know that the damage
"always gets back to the student paying
the tab."

Asbestos h
in Penobscot
$72,000 to coi
D. Lewis, ph
Lewis estin
ing the asbesi

A transfer student from Canada suggested security deposits on dorm r.)ms.
She said many Canadian universities
require a deposit for damages which occur
over the year. At the end of the year the
damages and costs are added up and
subtracted from everybody's deposit.
Often students don't get any money back.
The deposit system is designed to get
students to stop damage when it is
happening.

vol.85

`No
moi

`...everyone should think
about what they're doing.
Most of the damage
is just horseplay.'

by Steve Mc(
Staff Writ

The UMO Police Department is currently
doing a study on where and when most
crimes occur on campus. Prosser hopes
they will learn what locations need
coverage by officers.

After a "normal weekend, this bike rack was found lodged in a tree. (photo by Lynn
Wardwell]

by Joyce SW1
Staff Wrii

Prosser anticipates less damage this
semester. "I've been with the UMPD since
1973 and so far this has been the best
year.- He said the students seem to be
more receptive to law and order.

The physic.

Today is "I
and the physi
student and u
determine hc
energy reduct
The cost to replace guard posts lifted out of
the ground is $15 apiece. [photo by Lynn
Wardwell]
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CANTEEN

GAMES•MUSIC
PIN BALL
I
TV GAMES
POOL & SOCCER
ARCADE GAMES
JUKE BOXES

244 PERRY ROAD
BANGOR\

I
CANTEEN
COMPLETE F000& VENDING SERVICE

945-5688
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